January 2021
Overview
Community
Conversations Virtual - TBD
Flowers into Paint
Workshop - Virtual January 21, 2021

Welcome 2021!
The trials of 2020 have proved difficult for

Online Teen Writing
Workshop - Virtual Every Friday

everyone. Although some persist with us
into the New Year, we hope you feel as
optimistic as we do about the year to come!
As PPFL looks forward we see an array of

For more information
about events:
Call: (518) 398- 1927
Email: info@painplainslibrary.org
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opportunities for new programs, events,
and lots of fun for our community in our
future. We can't wait to share the
experiences that 2021 will grant us with
you!

New! Community Conversations
Enrich Pine Plains
A new group is rising in our community! Created and inspired by our local high school
students who are eager to build the community and open the channels of
communication, the group's mission is to engage the community in discussions around
race, power, and privilege. Using books, podcasts, documentaries, essays, and a variety of
media as anchors for conversations, the group will open dialogue about current issues,
social justice, and forms of oppression.
"We hope to make space for community members, regardless of age, race, sex, gender
identity, immigration status, home language, or any other identifier to meet and build
knowledge and understanding of the experiences of others. We are striving to develop a
deeper sense of community, a deeper sense of inclusion, and a deeper sense of personal
responsibility in building a more just and welcoming Pine Plains. We hope any and all
who are interested attend!"
Meeting times and a curated list of texts will be determined at a later date so stay tuned!

Virtual Flowers-intoPaint Workshop
Join us on Thursday, January 21st at 4
P.M. for an interactive discussion about
Georgia O'Keefe's paintings and art
social! Sit down with your webcams on
and your art supplies for a fun evening
of virtual socializing and artwork!
No art skills needed!
Registration is required, call us for more
information and to secure your slot!
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Craft Kits by the Friends of the
Library
We still have a very limited number of winter kits
available! The Friends are supplying interactive
Valentine's kits as well, including a Valentine themed ISpy. Follow our Facebook and Instagram,
@pineplainsfreelibrary, to stay up-to-date on availability.
A huge thanks to the Friends for providing these fun
crafts for Pine Plains families!

New! Madeleine
Henry Joins PPFL for
Author Q&A for
Virtual March Book
Club
PPFL brings back the Adult Book Club
with a bang! Our first meeting will be a
Valentine-themed new release by
Madeleine Henry that will take place
virtually on Thursday, March 4th at 7
P.M. where Ms. Henry will join us for a
Q&A after the book discussion.
Call us to register for the event today!
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Dutchess County Battling
COVID
COVID has caused a variety of struggles for many people.
Dutchess County offers all types of assistance for food,
low income housing, foreclosure and eviction relief,
physical and mental health and the library would be glad
to help connect you to these services during these
difficult times. Please feel free to call us and we will see if
we can help or visit the library and we will set you up to
view the services offered on their website.
Information about the pandemic is always available at
who.int and dutchessny.gov.

Don't Forget! Drive-Up-WIFI
Available
We still have WIFI available for FREE that is accessible
from the parking lot of the library from 8am - 8pm 7 days
a week!
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